
What if sealing shower
trays is easy as 
child‘s play ...

wedi Tools® shower tray sealing set
wedi waterproofing expertise for shower trays made of
synthetic resin, ceramic and acrylic



Handily packaged in a single box

The shower tray sealing set from wedi contains all products for the installation of a shower tray in a wide 

range of sizes. It is developed for the sealing of all types of shower trays (e.g. made of synthetic resin, ceramic 

or acrylic) to adjacent wall and floor surfaces and can be used both in new build and renovation projects. It is 

suitable to use for flush to floor as well as floor-mounted installations.

Benefits

Installation variants

For flush-to-floor 
or floor- mounted

 installations
Easy and quick to 

assemble
Waterproof in the

overall system
Tested according to 
latest EU standards

Free-standing Against wall In the corner Enclosed
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Apply wedi 520 sealant to the adjacent surfaces. 

Fold the tape into the 520 sealant, then apply  

another layer of sealant on top, ensuring to fully 

embed the tape.

Apply the 520 sealant to the back of the sealing 

corners, then apply the sealing tape with a 50mm 

overlap to the corners.

Press firmly together and continue applying the 

butyl strip part of the sealing tape around the tray, 

under the mark.

Now fold the sealing corners into the 520 sealant, 

and  apply another layer of sealant on top,  

ensuring to fully embed the corners as well.

Flush-to-floor Floor-mounted

Easy and quick to assemble

At the beginning of the installation, mark the 

shower tray to indicate the height difference  

between the subfloor and the tile surface - for 

this, take the height of the floor tile and the tile 

adhesive into an account.

Apply the butyl strip part of the sealing corners to 

the outer edges of the tray under the mark.
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UK

  Unit 4 Mercury Park, 

  Mercury Way

  Trafford Park, M41 7LY

  Great Britain

  + 44 161 864 2336

  info@wedi.co.uk

  www.wedi.co.uk

wedi system structure

Adjacent

tiled surface

Self-adhesive

decoupling strip

wedi building board

wedi Tools sealing 

corners (wall/wall)

wedi Tools sealing 

corners (wall/floor)

wedi Tools sealing 

corners (wall/floor)

wedi 520 flexible sealant

wedi Tools 

sealing tape

wedi Tools sealing 

corners (floor/floor)

Shower tray made of 

synthetic resin,

ceramic or acrylic

The shower tray sealing set contains: 
 1 × wedi 520 powder component, 2.4kg 

 1 × wedi 520 liquid component, 1.2kg 

 1 × wedi Tools butyl tub sealing tape, 10m 

 1 × Self-adhesive decoupling strip, 10m  

 2 × wedi Tools butyl sealing corner wall 

 4 × wedi Tools butyl sealing corner floor

http://www.wedi.co.uk

